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Golden Knights jump back into polls after sweeping Hatters- p.20

Future
Serving the University of Central Florida since 1968
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News B1iefs

SOAR helps students succeed with flying colors

•

by MICHELLE MARTINEZ
Asst. news editor

•

•

photo/HUNT

Swimwear, haircuts, jeans-you may be paying more
than you think. See page 3-

•

April 18, 1.996

V' And the winner is ...
Greeks find out tonight!
See page 3
V' Students get their turn to
grade the faculty.
See page 3

Features
v Julius Caesar comes to
life for the Orlando-UCF
Shakespeare Festival.
See page F2

v

Filmboy's farewell.
See page F1 -

Sports

Students who do not meet
UCF admission requirements can
attend the SOAR summer program
to obtain a second chance.
SOAR. Seizing Opportunities for Achievement and Retention, is a six-week academic summer program for minority students
sponsored by Minority Student Services. This program helps students
improve their writing, verbal, mathematical, social and study skills.
"The program helps them to
overcome any academic deficit in
the basic skill areas," said Justina
Gonzalez-Marti, SOAR Coordinator.
SOAR participants are required to enroll in three summer
classes. Among the choices are:
•Fundamentals of Oral Communication
•English Composition
• Selected Topics in English
• College Algebra.
Students arc placed in these
classes hased on placement exam
scores. Participants are also required
to attend at least two hours of tutoring for each class, a total of six hours
of tutoring a week.
Additionally. participants
must 'attend a Tuesday or Thursday
discussion group to hear speakers
from UCF or the community. .
Each Friday, participants at-

,

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The SOAR graduates from summer, 1995 take a short break. Tht;! group presented a plaque of
appreciation to the Office of Minority Student Services which stated: "To SOAR is to
succeed. In appreciation for your hard work. Thank you for giving us the key to succeed."

tend the Weekly Freshman Seminar. which focuses on developing
students' study habits and social
skills.
During the six weeks program, students must meet with a
SOAR coordinator twice and with
an adviser from the college of their
major once.
The SOAR students are
housed on campus and can pur-

chase a flex card ror mcab .
The applications of <;tudcnh
who are on the borderline of admi:-.sion requirements are referred to the
Minority Admission on Scholarship
Committee. About 600 to 8<X> applications are referred to the com·
mittee.
"Sometimes they (applicants)
have a very high GPA, hut their
SAT or ACT was not sufficiently

high enough:· Gon1alo-Mani said.
A third of those referred receive "<.l
letter of invitation to apply for
SOAR.
More than I 00 perspective
students apr,ly and are required to
attend a one-day interview and to
take placement exams. Based on the
interview and exam results, 60 applicants are chosen.

First Future editor left UCF for Hollywood, Women pay
traded diploma for success~ five Emmys when I eo1nes
by JEFF HUNT
News editor

photo/SAGINARIO

Two-sport star Eric Riggs
uses his hot bat to help the
Knights win four in a row.

'

Coming events
April 18 - Speaker: Karl
Grossman, 8 p.m., SAC
April 22 - Earth Day

April 23 • College of
Education, Very Special

Arts Festival, Arena

•

April 27 • Walk Americal

Loch Haven Park
April 22·29 Finals

,

May~ .. Commencement ~.

Congratulations~

Class of 1996

Most people watch television.
Stephen Jones makes it.
The University of Central
Florida graduate lives just outside
of Hollywood, Ca., and makes his
living as a freelance cameraman for
several popular television shows
including The John Larroquette
Slzmr and Minor Adjustment. Jones
has had great success in the land of
opportunity, winning five Em mys
in the last 16 years.
And once shooting for the
regular television season is finished,
Jones is no less busy. He is currently
working on the sets of several experimental programs, or pilots, including one with Bill Cosby based
on a British series about a grave
digger.
However, Jones readily admits he did not start out to work
behind the camera. As a student at
Florida Technical University in the
early '70s, he studied print journalism with a smal I mix of radio/television and advertising/public relations.
Jones said FrU did not have
the well-defined programs UCF
has today, nor the buildings.
"You wouldn't have recognized it," said Jones in a cool Cali-

fornian tone, making him sound
more like 25 than 45. "People used
to get (FTU) confused with a small
university called Mid-Florida Tech.
(FTU) had an identity crisis."

FUTURE ALUMNI
Dana Eagles Deputy Managing Edi tor
The Orlando Sentinel

·Rex Hoggard ·
Tallahassee Bureau
The Orlando Sentinel

Cindy Barth
Orlando Business Journal

Don Wittekind
The Atlanta Co11stit11tio11

Joe DeSalvo
Sports Editor
Florida Times-Union

Mike Griffin
Tallahassee Bureau Chief
Tlze Orlando Sentinel

Jones did his part to ease the
identity problem by joining two other
students, John S. Gholdston and Pat
Johnson, and Dr. Timothy O' Keefe
in starting a campus newspaper
called the Future.
As editor, he spent much of
his time following the topics of the

day including campus protests of
the Vietnam War and the opposition
to those protests.
One particular series of articles the cameraman looks back on
fondly is when he covered the formation of FTU's Student Government.
"It was laughable," Jones said.
"You had a bunch of young Republicans trying to emulate the government al a time when all kinds of antigovernmcnt protests were going on:·
Jones said a few of the
Future's articles on the mayhem
between the protesters and the Student Government landed him in front
or the Supreme Court of FTU.
However, he did not allow
the turmoil to hinder him or his
plans in the communications field .
He secured a job with Channel 9, a
local television station, and interned
one summer for The Orlando Sentinel.
After graduating in 1972, he
went to work for the Sentinel as one
of only two reporters in the Marion
County bureau. Jones had to take all
the photos for his own stories which
made him start kicking around the
idea of doing something other than
working for a newspaper.
see EDITOR, page 2

to shopping
by EMILY J. POWERS
Con~ributing

writer

Being a woman can have
its disadvantages when shopping
nt the Orlando Fashion Square
Mall, especially if you are considering a swimsuit, a pairofjeans or
a haircut. In some cases, women
pa; Jouhle the price that men do
for 1.:l'rtain products and services.
.. It seem~ to me that women
are just naturally more concerned
about their appearance and so the
stores know they can charge
more:· said one mall customer.
Swimsuits appear to have
the greatest difference in pricing.
In many stores, a man's swimsuit
costs between $13 and $30, and
sometimes include additional discounts. On average, a woman's
swimsuit costs about $60.
In Burdine's department
store, the highest-priced
swimwear for men is about $26,
where women's swimwear ranges
between $40 and $70.
If a man is looking for surf
shorts, he may pay as much as $50
at Good Vibrations, the mall's
see SHOPPING, page 3
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UCF graduate traded typewriter for camera, worked on TV's hottest shows
from EDITOR, page 1

"It gave me the idea that I
might like doing photography more
than writing stories," Jones said.
With his new ambition, he
quickly went back to work for Channel 9 as a production assistant. There
Jones did everything from lighting
and stage setting to production for
an assortment for shows such as
Boza the Clown, as wel I as the news.
''That was a really fun time,"
Jones recollected. "We did a wide
variety of work and it was a good
learning experience for me."
Jones stayed at Channel 9 for
five years as a senior production
assistant before confronting an itch
to move.
"At some point, I decided I
wanted to live in New York or California," Jones said with his cool
Californian tone shining through
again. "I had just been in Florida
long enough."
Then Jones heard from a
friend that the broadcasting companies in California hired crew members for the summer and kept them
on permanently if they did a good
job.
This gave him the incentive
he needed, and in 1980Jones moved
to the hills of Hollywood where he
immediately landed a job with the
American Broadcasting Company
(ABC). His luck did not hold out,
however, and he was soon laid off
due to an actors' strike.
Jones explained there are three
major guilds that affect the television business: the writers', actors'

and director-.' A trike by any one
of these guilds immediately brings
Hollywood to a standstill and puts
people like himself out of work.
The strike gave Jones an opportunity co decide what area of
photography he wanted to concentrate on. Forunlike Channel 9, where
he did everything, ABC needed him
to specialize. Jones chose to step
behind the camera.
··1 just think it's fun to take
action in a sitcom and decide what
angle is going to work to enhance
it," Jones said.
After the strike ended, Jones
went back to work for ABC as a
cameraman. There he helped film
the early '80s sitcom classic Soap
with the not yet famous Billy Crystal, who did stand up during commercial breaks.
"He was much funnier than
his character," Jones said.
In addition, Jones also worked
on the setsornumerousothersitcoms
including Night Court, Who's the
Boss and The Facts of Life. But
Jones ' role did not end there.
He filmed the daytime drama,
General Hospital, with another not
yet famous star, Demi Moore; and
he even did some specials such as
the 1981 American Music Awards
with Dick Clark.
During this time-with ABC,
Jones won two of his five Emmys
for exemplary technical achievement. He received one for his work
during the 1984 Summer Olympics
and one for his work on the series
Benson.
Jones stayed at ABC until

1987 when he opted to become a
freelance cameraman. As a
freelancer, Jones picks and choose
his shows instead of being a signed
to them.
One show Jones chose to work
on was The Golden Girls where he
won three more Em mys, all for outstanding camera work in a series.
"Steve's always my first
choice for a cameraman," said Lex
Passaris, director of The Golden
Girls and friend of Jones' for IO
years. "He really takes the job to
another level."
And although Jones has no
creative input into the shows he
shoots, he credits his technical freedom for his many awards.
"I have a lot of latitude in
what I think will look good on cam-

era:· Jone aid.
Being a freelancer al o ha
other advantage , including more
time off. After the fall televi ion
season ends. network cameramen
have to do busy work to earn their
keep.
Freelance cameramen, however. can either take the time off or
fill those remaining months shootingpilots-shows that are rehearsed,
shot and edited in one week for
consideration as a fall show.
Jones said he shoots a few
pilots during the summer and then
spends his time traveling. He visits
Hawaii once a year and occasionally does bigger, bolder trips.
Some trips include Europe to
view chateaus and castles, the Gold
Coast of Australia to go snorkeling

on the Great Bani er Reef and Eg) pt
to \ i:it the ancient citie .
When not traveling or hooting televi ion programs.Jone like
to pend hi free time doing yard
work at his San Fernando Valle)
hillside home or walking hi Doberman Pincher. Weber.
A for his plans for the future.
Jones aid he would like to stay in
California for another IO years,
maybe moving up to an associate
director's or director's position.
"Who knows afterthat," Jones
said. "With Universal (studios) up
and going, maybe I'll move back to
Florida."
But no matter where Stephen
Jones resides, one can imagine he
will not be far from the shows he
loves to shoot.
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The Cypress Dome
UCF Student Literary Publication

•
University Floral & Gift Shoppe

The 1996 issue has arrived!
Get your copy today.
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FLOR!ST
A\'ailable at the UCf Department of English, HfA, third floor

366-1177
4250 Alafaya Trail
Oviedo (North of UCF)
between Giovanni's & Amigos
Numerous selections
begin at $12.95
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The Greek Column
Awards will honor Greek achievement

Sex could determine price of
haircut or jeans at local mall

by LESLIE ADAMS

from SHOPPING, page 1

Greek columnist

•

It's the end of another school
year. and with it comes the Greek
Awards. The Greek Awards is a
banquet held to honor the dedication of the affiliate chapters fort heir
hard work and achievements.
The Awards are similar to,
but not quite the same as, the
Grammys. ·
Throughout the year, Greek
organizations collect points for participating in all the areas of Greek
life, including:
*scholarship
*philanthropy
*sports
*chapter excellence
*Greek Woman of the Year
*Greek Man of the Year
*Most Outstanding New Member
*Most Outstanding Adviser.

•

Scholarships ~re awarded to
Greek members at this ti me, as well.

J·oi1:1 . the
Team!
Tearrl .¢fF.
8Q0-8JJ§4
ext..21.

~ON DON

FRRNHFURT
PRRIS .
AMSTERDRM
MADRID

Some of the winner· last year
included:
•Alpha Delta Pi (scholarship)
•Kappa Delta (philanthropy)
•Zeta Tau Alpha (sports).
Most Outstanding New Member
was awarded to Nora Osorio, and the
recipient of the Dean Wilson Scholarship was Maria Miller.
Becky Dedo, Miss UCF and
Greek member, will be the Mistress of
the Night. Other Greek members are
also displaying their talent through musical numbers.
'The Awards are an exciting
event. Everyone should come out to
recognize their fellow Greeks for thPir
achievements and talents," Greek member Laura Martin said.
TheGreekAwardsarebeingheld
this Thursday night at 7 p.m. in the
Visual Arts Auditorium. Ticket cost
will be $1 pre-sale and $2 at the door.
Finger foods are being served
OtJtside of the auditorium and beverages
will be available. The attire is Dress to
Pin.

Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 .hours/rno.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wid_e Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
Internet Sponsor of The Centro/ Roflda Future Web Page;
check it out at 111• http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html

$265
$325
$295
$270
$359

are more expensive. I never really noticed it before."
surf and sports store. The cost of
One mall customer said, "I
. women's swimwear in Good Vi- think women'sjeans are cut difbrations is somewhat higher, ferently to tit their bodies. Maybe
about $50 to $70 for a two-piece this is the reason for the differbikini.
ence in price."
Everything But Water, a
A woman considering a
store that specializes in women's haircut should be cautious at the
swimwear, charges between $50 ma) I. Every salon surveyed
to $90 for a swimsuit, regardless charges more for their services
of whether it is a one-piece or a to women then to men. On averbikini.
age, there is a $2 to $3 differ"Women are very con- ence, about $17 for men and $19
cerned about their bodies, and for women.
retail really plays on this insecu· At Regis salon, a man who
rity. They know women will pay desires a cut, shampoo and style
top dollar for something 'that will pay $16 to $18, depending
looks right, especially a swim- on the length of his hair. For the
suit," said a mall employee.
same services, Regis charges
Jeans are also more ex- women $23 to $26.
pensive for women at the mall.
"Women are often more
A pair of women's jeans, picky abouttheir hairstyles. They
that are identical in name brand like to look perfect and this takes
and style as men's, are about $2 more time," said a mall emto $4 higher in price. On aver- ployee.
To avoid these problems,
age, regardless of the store,
Levi's SO I, 560 and 550 jeans · you might want to shop at stores
for women are consistently like Target, Bealls or Wal -Mart
priced about $3 higher than iden- for swimwear or jeans. These
stores c·arry name brands and
tical men's styles.
In County Seat, Levi's styles similar to the mall at reaSilvertabs cost $42 .99 for men sonable prices.
For haircuts, try The Hair
and $50.00 for women. Calvin
Klien jeans are also about $7 to Cimery, Fantastic Sams or Great
$10 more expensi've for women. Clips. A haircut costs between
One mall employee said, $8 and $12, regardless of whether
''I'mnotsurewhywomen'sjeans you are male or female.

Sr. Drum & Bugle Corps of Orlando, FL.
is recruiting members for the Guard, Horn and
.
Drum Lines. ·
Phone (407) 896-8359 or (904) 383-3165
more information

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS:

for

* Europass from $210*

Make reservations early for lunch or dinner

Fares are from Miami . each UJaij based on aRT }Urchase.
Fares do not include ~deral taxes and passenger fac111Nes char~es.
which can total between Sl9.95 and S31.9S. depending on lhe destmaNon. nor do theij include departure charges paid directlij to to foreign
governments. which can total between SJ.DO and S60.00. Int IStudent
ID maq be required. Fares are subject to change. RestricNons applij.
Valid for departures until 31 Maq 1996.

[i1llllt§ll Travel

Open at 11 am to 10:30pm

A party of 6 and over will receive a
complimentary bottle of wine
or champagne

~

CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
On the Web: http://www.ciee.org/cts/ctshome.hlm

l-800-2-COUNCI~
'

*Now serving mixed drinks; wine, & beer

[l-800-226-8624)
~

365-4774
Located at corner of
Carrigan and Alafaya Trail
2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

ALLIED HEALTH

~~PROFESSIONALS

~Plan

a future that soars .
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll 'lJOW
faster-you11 work with other dedicated profes.sionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In hort, you'll gain more of
everything that matters mo t to
you. You and the Air Force.
Launch now-call
IBAFHFAUHPROFESIONAlS

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

.....AIR.....~

....FORCE~
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New faculty evaluations make debut, aim for better accountability
h} OMAR DAJANI

•

•

senate one and a half )ears ag11 !' :
"I k:now I would do that." obtained. depending on \\ h.it 1-.
produce hetter C\'aiuation tonm. he aJdcJ.
being asscs-.eJ. _
"I think in general mo:l of
Worl-,.ing closely with the
And sometime in May, tile
Do student evaluations of Florida Board or Regent'>. the profes-.ors take into considcr- results of questions 9 throu~h 16
prni'c'>sors make a dilTercnce' A Wanielista·s committee adopted al 1011 v, hat the rcsul ls [of the ev.alu- on the first page of the C\aluation
uti ons I arc." said economics form will be posted in the UCF
resounding yes, say faculty mcm- the new changes last February
hers . But students in general have
"Our goal is to help profes- graduate studen t Ellen Stallins. library.
always been skeptical, mainly be- so rs become more effective tcach- 27.
cause results of the evaluations crs," he said.
But few students have heard
arc kept from them.
Congratulations~
So, the talc univer ity sys- of the changes in the evaluations.
tern recently adopted "new think- or the "new thinking" adopted by
i ng" which has led to some the SUS. Twenty-five students in- .
changes. Previously, a professor terviewed at random in front of
was required to choose only one the UCF Library Friday indicated
of his or her classes to be evalu- no knowledge of any increased
ated; now all classes must he as- level ofimportanceoftheevalua. JILL VAN
20
sessed. Additionally, a standard tions.
set of questions have been added
And many remain cynical.
molecular biology major
to all SUS eyaluations, and for the
"I don't think they take them
firsttime, the results will be avail- seriously," said Cynthia Chaney,
- - - - - - - - "I
a 21-year-old biology major.
able to students.
"The best approach would
"Ithinktheshiftinthe-evalu"My opinion is they don't be to publish the results and tr!=lck I
ation format is evidence of the really care as much about the stu- them over succeeding semesters,"
increased interest of the Florida dents as they want us to think they she said.
legislature to ensure accountabil- do, because teachers are going. to
The process of assessing the
ity ," said Dr. Robert L. Bledsoe, do what they want," she added.
two-page student evaluations beprofessor and chairman of the poJill Van Cott, a 20-year-old gins _at the computer center.
litical science department. He said, molecular biology major, takes
The entries on the first page,
"The fact that all coorses are re- . thetimetofilloutbothsidesofthe which ask students to rate "the
quired to be evaluated gives us a evaluations thoroughly; but added, conduct of the class," are entered
data not distorted by only picking "I don't think they get looked at as into a computer which generates
popular courses and ignoring oth- closely as they lead us to believe." three averages.
Other students, though, are
•On.e number represents the
ers."
Bledsoe said he reads the hopeful professors listen to what average of a class.
written comments ofall the politi- students are telling them.
•The other number offers an
cal science classes evaluated.
·•1 think that professors take average of all the classes in a deDr. Marty Wanie)ista, dean the time and read the evaluations, partment.
of the college of engineering, then renect on the semester in the
•The third number gives a
chaired the "Student Perception hope of becoming better teach- college-wide average.
ofinstruction" committee, which ers," said Bernard Oullette, a 31From this point, a variety of
was fNmed by the UCF faculty year-old education major.
summaries and averages could be
Contributing \\riter
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,WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLECiE LOAN.
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If you're stuck with a student loan that's
not in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt-

up to $55,000. Payment is either Y~ of
the debt or $1,500 for each year of
service, whichever is greater. ·
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Restaurant & Cantfna

You'll also have training in a
choice of skills and enough
self-assurancetolastyou
the rest of your life.

4250 Alafaya Trail
University Palms Shopping Center
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sic - Con-tes ts

Get all the details from
your Army Recruiter.

843-5395

HaPt>1 Haus 4-7pm
free munchies
$1 Drafts
Tuesday $1.75 MexiCan imports 4-close.
Wednesday $1Margaritas4-7 $2 7-close
Bar Only

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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•Beepers from $39. 95
• service from $5. 95 /month
wl student l.D.

A Week to Re1nember .
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11913 E. Colonial 6614 Old Winter Garden Rd. 3817 Lake Emma Rd
Orlando, FL 32826
Orlando, FL 32835
Lake Mary, FL 32746

(407) 381-1199

296-4597

333-7971

SAVE lOo/o ON CLIFFS STUDYWARE
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

TOP: Charles Reed,
chancellor of the
Board of Regents,
slices through the
CREOL opening
ceremonies ribbon
with a laser beam.

•

Cliffs Study\f\/..1re · 1s powerful software for both course
~
review and test preparation. Use 1t to review biology, _
~~
calculus. chemistry. economics. physic~ and statistics. Or . ..tCliflS.'?-d
to prep for the ACT. SAT I. GMAT. GRE, LSAT and CBEST. ·-- --- Power uo at:
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BOTTOM RIGHT:
April 12, the Creative
School for Children
marks its 20th
birthday. Delores
Burghard has been
offer good April -16-April 26,.1996
director since the
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' beginning.
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sea world or Orlando...
Acool a1ace to spend the summer.
•

We've got lots of part-time opportunities here at Sea World and with pay rates
starting at $5.50/hr, they're pretty hard to pass up. Positions are
currently available in the following areas:
FOOD SERVICE • MERCHAnDISE • OPERATIOns
Here are just some of the reasons why you'll love working at Sea World:
• Flexible Schedules • Good Wages Well Above The Minimum
• Free admission with-employee I.D • Free Tickets
• A Fun Environment • Tuition Reimbursement
Interested applicants are encouraged to apply Mon.-Fri., 9:00am-4:30pm,
at the Sea World Staffing Center, 7007 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, Florida.
EOE/M/F/D/V

Orlando, Florida
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Letter from Team CFF Skipper to the campus

~

Dear UCF campus:

!.~

~

>

Last week I sat down and started planning for next school year, and something suddenly dawned on me: I haven't spoken to the campus via the newspaper this entire
year. I immediately popped out of my chair and told our advertising manager, Don Bates, "Save me a page in the last issue. I want to talk to the campus." Puzzled, he looked
at me and said, "An entire page? Who do you think you are, Edgar All~ Poe?" Well, Don, no I don't, but I do have a few things I want to get off my chest. I'm going to
break my thoughts up into topics, and each may or may not be related. Work with me. I may jump around. .
,
TOPIC #1: Dr. Hitt's suspension of Student Government
I don't -know if we will ever get the facts or the real reason behind SG's suspension, but I do know this: Dr. Hitt is king of this campus. Mess with him, and you'll
have hell to pay. Dr, Hitt flexed his presidential muscles and shut down the largest student organization on campus from which all the other student organizations feed, and
he did this for the mistakes of the few. If Frank and Miguel sent money in the wrong places and for the wrong purposes, why weren't just Frank and Miguel suspended?
And why did Dr. Tubbs and Dr. Lawson sign their names to the spending bills if it was wrong? Shouldn't they be suspended, also? Makes sense to me. Good luck to Kevin
Koenig, who is suing Dr. Hitt, Dr. Tubbs and the Florida Board of Regents. You 're going to need it.
In defense of Dr. Hitt, he has an extremely important and stressful job which many do not understand. He is forced, on a daily basis, to make decisions affecting our
entire campus. This time, Dr. Hitt, you could have used better judgement, and I think you know it. Dr. Hitt is not happy with the manner. in which we have presented the
facts of this event. Dr, Hitt has told us at the Future that we have an obligation to the campus. That obligation, in his words, is that "the truth needs to be written." That it
has.
TOPIC #2: On-campus parking
Yes, you have been told that UCF' sparking situation is not as bad as that of the other Florida universities, but we have the land for more parking spaces. It doesn't
take a college grad to figure that out.
.
TOPIC #3: University Blvd. ·
._
.
ls it just me, or are there more cops on University Blvd. every day? I think you students should be able to relieve the stress of searching for a parking space for 20
minutes, waiting in line at Financial Aid for·an hour and a half and returning back to your "parking space" only to find a green envelope on your windshield by driving as
fast as you want down "Autobahn" Blvd.
TOPIC #4: Financial Aid
.
I went through four years of standing in line, and now I somehow owe $13,000. CFF Advertising Manager Don Bates recently wrote to Financial Aid after learning
that they, not he, had.entered the wrong lender code into their computer. Don's letter looked like this:

Dear Financial Aid:
I wrote lender code 57896 on my forms (see aitacned copies). You entered lender cod~ 57895 into your computers (see attached copies). Now I have been informed
that I will not be receiving any 111.oney. Yes, I understand my tuition is deferred. I could care less about my tuition. I am 250 pounds and have no money to buy food. I had
spent that money on books, parking passes and beer. When I do not eat, I get grumpy. When I am grumpy, lam easily agitated. When I am agitated, I often commit violent
acts. I am agitated with Financial Aid. Please_infonn me now how you will fix this so I can eat.
Hungry like a wolf,
Don Bates, Jr.

•

TOPIC #5: Campus apathy
I am so sick of thi·s topic I just don't care anymore.
TOPIC #6: UCF football uniforms
Coach McDowell, you know I am a huge supporter of UCFFootball and that I hope our quest into Division I-A is a success. But coach, which uniforms do our boys
wear? Every game it's some new combination,. Hell, I wouldn't be surprised ifl sa\.\'.US wearing orange jerseys just because the Bucs start winning. Let's build some tradition
and sta11 wearing the same unis. My vote: Gold helmets with Florida logo, black jerseys at home when cool, white when hot. White jerseys away, and black pants
TOPIC #7: Gold, yellow, yellow, gold
_
I've seen the following: football team wearing gold, the field painted with yellow. Cheerleaders wearing yellow, Knightro in gold. Basketball teams in yellow, stickers
in gold. Seat cushions in yellow, hot dog wrappers in gold. Which is it? Yellow or gold? Maybe I'm just weird, but it's driving me crazy. My vote: Gold. After all, we are
the "Golden Knights," not the "Yellow Knights."
TOPIC #8: UF and FSU
Don't come to school wearing Gator or Seminoles crap. And get those lousy bumper stickers and license plates off your cars. You don't go to school there. You didn 't
get in. You only drive up to go to parties. You go to UCF. This is your last warning. If I see your car with this crap, I will tear the license plate off your bumper and bash
in your sticker-filled window.
TOPIC #9: Dr. Fedler and the Department of Unprofessionalism (Oops, I meant Journalism)
I saved my most inspired topic for last. Dr. Fedler, we made it through another year and didn't grant you your wish tpat you "hope we fail." Actually, I think you have
failed. Your insecurity and arrogance has led you to slam us in front of your classes by handing out negative articles about our newspaper. I'm sorry you are·not in charge
- of the campus newspaper and that, because you are not in charge, you think it sucks. You already had your.shot. When we needed your help as we moved off campus, you
didn't want to be liable. Then you have the balls to act robbed. Wake up and smell the coffee, buddy. We're here to stay.
UCF Journalism Department, I'm sorry our paper is entertaining and not of your liking of dry news. We service a commuter campus with apathetic students, and we
have to entertain them or they won't pick up the paper. You guys wouldn't understand that from your podium, would you? You have also told your students that you are
starting an on-line campus newspaper- something-no one else is doing. My goodness, you must not look at our paper,_because we've had a web site since the fall semester.
Other· campus newspapers across ·the country have been doing it for years. Here are our addresses so you can get caught up: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html; e-mail:
cffuture@gdi.net
Dr. Fedler, you wi II not give us interns because professionals such as yourself are not in charge. All I was asking of you was to make the connection of a strongjoumalism
department working hand-in-hand with the campus newspaper (i.e. UF and The Independent Alligator, UM and The Hurricane , USP and The Oracle).
Journalisn1 students. THINK FOR YOURSELF!. You tell us ifour paper is lousy and then get off your butt, join our ~ta ff and do something.about it. Look at it this
way: You need clips and experience to get hired. We are here to provide you that ability. Our present and graduating editor Sean Pe1Ty started out several year~ ago as a
features writer. Since that time, Sean has worked his way into the editor-in-chief position while also being published in several national sports magazines (i.e. Beckett's).
Sean also used his talents and experience to start his own entertainment magazine, Axis: Orlando and is a respected person in the Orlando area. Sean interviewed Dennis
Rodman of the Chicago Bulls afterthe Magic/Bulls game last Sunday and then set up a live acoustic set for Atlantic Record's 7 Mary 3 the next day at the Sapphire Supper
Club. Said Fedler: "I used to encourage journalism students to write for the Future .. .I'm not going to encourage anyone." Damn good thing Sean didn't take his advice.
Hey Dr. Fedler, you have it all wrong. It's not the "blind leading the blind" over here at Team CFF. It's the wave of the Future leaving the blind professors behind.
TOPIC #10: Begging for it
I know I was pretty hard on Dr. Fedler, but he's been begging for it!
Well, I'm done, and I feel much better. Have a great summer, and we will see you when school resumes in the fall.
GO KNIGHTS!
.,,,
Sincerely,
/

/

Stephen C. Norri - Publi her
P.S. Thank you very much. Team CFF. for all your hard work. You guys and gals have done a terrific job and have created ome big shoe for next year' . taff to
fill. Good luck with evel)thing in the future (no pun intended). You're the best!
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The Real Opinion
ofTeamCFF
D Central Florida Future empathizes with
fellow students

Employe.rs in today's job market look .for
· more than a piece "of paper.
Diplomas go far, but .relevant work
experience shows init~ative and <?On
distinguish you from the pack of
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f~eatUres,
The Supermodel of The Future

Journey with me into the mind of a filr1_1 maniac. A filmboy.

WHEEL IN

Large Selection of lnline Skates

Rollerblades•Roces•Rollerderby
Koho•Tour•K2
RB\ITAL: We rent skates by the day for just $10.
*The $1 Ocan be a discount on the purchase of a pair of new skates!

We Buy, Trade, Sell, Consign Used & New Sporting Goods
7628 University Blvd • Goodings Plaza • Winter Park, Fl. 32792

(407) 677-5007

I sit. They sit with me. My memoric-.; an: U\Ctfoading. So. join
me one last time into my mind. as I search for an clo4ucnt parting.
My mind needs film. Like air. like water, film acls as a
cleansing for me. Since thal maturing midnight at the UC6 theater
watching the premiere of T2 hy myself, I have hecome dependent
on movies . In a way , it has controlled my life. In others, '·the
movies" have shown me things no on e coukl ever imagine.
I asked myself many times why I never wrote a diary. When
I was young, everything seem loo token to worry ahoul. Educated
and cocky , I was not. I have since reali zed, cinema is my diary.
'filmboy,' has helped me reached that realization. ' He ' is
more than movies, he is the written word . The combination of my
passion for film and writing has given me the opportunity to
experience life in a way like no other. I would g'uess, the only way
I would let it. As my great Grandpa would say, "Hard work pays
off." I always thought that meant that I' d get a good job, good
money, good wife and good repetition. I know now , that mean s I
would get a satisfying ride through life.
I have witnessed Steven Spielberg's modern masterpiece as
a filmgoer, shared a hal1way outside a hathroom with Kate Moss
as a writer and I've found an incredible person kickin ' me in the
ass the whole time.
That boy has grown - in stages, fike entries: King of the
Hill, Reservoir Dogs, Half-Spirit, Lea ving Las Vegas, Red. Films,
yes. But, to me, they are birthdays of the mind. A boy falling in
love ... with a city, with himself. A boy falling in love ... with
violence. A boy falling in love ... with filmmaking. A boy falling
in love ... with "the movies." A boy falling in love, genuine love ...
for a film.
It might seem at times that words aren't understood. But
search, and you'll find beneath the words are deeper meanings. I
feel my opinion is my gift. I grab the words floating in my head and
give them somewhere to land. Like the feather in Forrest Gump,
your mind is floating, your body is searching. You need to find
your place and love it. I've found mine. For a long time, it was my
escape - my bliss. It's gone. Temporarily, I hope.

This column, a dream still unclearly fulfilled, has been
written for you as well as for me for over a year. As you can tell,
today's column, not a suicide note as it might seem, was 'film boy.'
A cleansing.
From the poetry of Robert Frost, as interpreted by S.E.
Hinton's Johnny in The Outsiders - "Stay gold .. ."
I'll always be a boy. I'll always be a filmboy
derek krause
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D The Orlando-UCF
Shakespeare Festival's
version of 'Julius Caesar'
is dynamic. Commanding
images and performances
shouldn't be missed.
by

LAURA BUNDY

Theater critic

"Not that I loved Caesar less, but that
I loved Rome more."
So says Brutus after he has committed murder in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. His words, like many of the conspirators ' speeches, simplify; in this case, they
quell the emotions of an angry mob. It
might be believed from these words that the
decision to slay Caesar, although painful,
was rather uncomplicated. That the conspirators were decisive men of action who
made a strong choice, for the good of their
country, and experienced their downfall in
the unforeseen events that followed .
Yet below the calm words and rationalizations lies a deep well of passion and
vengeance, and the events following
Caesar' s death speak more of doom than of
unpreparedness. Tapping into those dark
elements in a stunningly powerful way is
the current production of Julius Caesar at
the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Festival.

reinvent these classic roles . The talented
company comes through in spades.
Along with flawed nobility , Paul
Bernardo brings to Brutus a subtle sense of
disorientation. The moral center of a group
of traitors, Brutus is inherently at conflict
with himself, not only over his deed but
over his identity. Bernardo finds those
doubts, the ways tQ~t Brutus is perplexed
by what follows Caesar's death, and allows
them to feed on his character until Brutus
can no longer find the man beneath the
tormented murderer. This textured performance reveals exactly why a charismatic
leader such as Brutus comes to see ghosts.
As Cassius, Quinton Cockrell gives a
deliciously varied performance. Cassius is
a less stable personality than Brutus, and
his core of control disintegrates farther and
faster, with Cockrell dragging us along for
the ride. A commanding presence from the
start, Cockrell deftly steers Cassius through
the seduction of Brutus to the treacherous
plot and then spirals into the character's
emotional deterioration with growls, hisses
and tears.
Marc Antony is played with passion
and spontaneity by Richard Width . Antony
has one of the most famous monologues in
all of theater, his funeral speech to the
angry mob. A less careful actor wil I focus
this speech on Antony's oratory victory
over Brutus, a display of cleverness in the
face of crisis. Yet Width finds the hunger

A master hand at the reins, director
Russell Treyz ha underscored the m0st
~ramatic moments in the play, bringing
suspense, ten sion and sparks of terrible
recognition to the foreground . Utilizing
simple yet commanding staging, as well as
guiding the actors toward original and complex performance choices, Treyz has created a show even more engaging t~an his
1995 Othello.
Despite the beauty of the richly decorated costumes and sets, the visual images
that linger from the play are those created
by Treyz's powerful staging. In scene after
scene, his expert direction resonates with
meaning: explicating relationships, illuminating emotional states and foreshadowing
consequences. For example, Treyz places
Caesar's mocking of Cassius in front of
Cassius himself, allowing us to watch the
insults and the telling silent glares that
follow. His touch conjures the hallucinations of a haunted Brutus moments before
his death and reveals in its final image the
play's devastating irony: that despite tremendoµs . bloodshed for "freedom," tyranny - named Caesar no less - has descended upon Rome.
More subtly, Treyz reveals his.command of the production by inciting the
play's performers to find deeper, darker
performances of the characters a Caesar
audience kn~ws so well. Treyz drives the
actors to scrape away old perceptions and

behind Antony's thrilling manipulation of
the crowd, bringing to it more angui hand
desperation than calculation. The character
becomes no less brilliant by this approach.
but far more driven by vengeance and pain.
Caesar include many other memorable performances. Kermit Brown is regal
and bold in the title role, and Tom Paitson
Kelly's Casca is wonderfully slippery.
Suzanne O' Donnell does a fine turn as a
loving, sexy, defiantly strong Portia. The
ensemble is excellent in many combinations, with the conspirators working well
as a unit and individually, and the members ·
of the mob at Caesar's funeral creating a
fevered emotional tenor.
The caliber of this production of
Julius Caesar would stand as remarkable
testimony to the quality of theater put on by
the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Fest{val
whether or not anything was known about
the organization. Taking into account the
festival's past arti~tic achievements (Hamlet, The Taming of the Shrew), as well as its
young age, Julius Caesar looks to be no
less than another triumph from what is
becoming an invaluable part of the growing arts community of Central Florida. This
haunting and intensely powerful drama is
not to be missed. OSFs· Julius Caesar
plays at the Walt Disney Amphitheater in
Lake Eola park through May 4. Call 8419787 for-tickets and information, or contact
any Ticketmaster outlet.
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Ipmrove your c anrei
.of getting a full refund
on your deposit when
you use a Rug Doctor

Top Ten Retisons
Rot To Get Drunk
lleiore f intils
l 0. Cottonmouth is not a legitimate medical
9.

8.

7.
6.

5.
4.

3.

Carpet Cleaner from

WINNeDIXIE

excu·se
UCF uses semesters not "quarters
The Grapes of Wrath is not a famous
wine; Catcher in the Rye is not a brand
of whisky
Dizziness makes cliff notes harder to read
You begin to confuse scantron bubbles
· with the ones in your stomach
Urinating in public does not fulfill a P.E . .
requirement
Passing out on your instructors car will not
get you extra credit
.
Double vision makes multiple choice
harder
The porcelain god is a tough grader
Being an eternal student doesn't look
good bn a resume
11

This message is brought to you
by:
REACH: Peer Education
for more information call
823-5841
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'Even If You're not A Good Cop,
It's Fun To Pretend That You Are'

f •3

·An Extremely Tiny Novel
hy David Swarfz Jr.

The pandemonium of the police department came to a standstill when cheerful cries of'Tve got him! l'vc got him!" filled the room . Frank burrowed his way through the crowd
in the lobby as he led a tattered man in handcuffs to booking. Frank walked nonchalantly over to the fingerprinting station with his suspect.
"Book 'em Dan-o," Frank proudly said.
"Yeah, real funny. Who've you got here, Frank?" officer Thompson asked.
_
"No, I'm Frank. I'd like you to meet Randy 'Rip-Off' Jones." Frank said, smirking.
"Really? The guy who goes around to all .the furniture stores and rips off the ·oo Not Remove Under Penalty Of Law: tags on the mattresses?" Thompson inquired.
"Yup."
Frank finally found a criminal who had committed a crime more serious than jaywalking. For years Fran_k was known as the outcast of the department. Being assigned to work
with Frank was one step up from checking street signs forspellingerrors. Finally, he would get the respect that he deserved. Maybe now his police cruiser would be equipped with amenitie
like blinkers and intermittent wipers. Maybe now he would be able to teach rookie officers the tricks of the trade. Maybe now he would be allowed to carry a real gun instead of a starter's
pistol. Sure, let the other officers catch their criminals responsible for mass carnage and prodigious scandals. This was just the start of officer Frank Morri · career.
''Do you want me to take him to the cell block?" Thompson asked.
''No thanks, Thompson. I'm taking him to the interrogation room," Frank said, mischievously.
.
Unfortunately, Frank suffered from a disparity that separated him from most other officers: He absolutely could not interrogate· suspects. Once last year, while trying to get
information from a suspect, he pretended. like he was Alex Trebek and told the suspect to answer everything in the form of a question. On another occasion, he and a suspect frolicked
and danced to the theme song of CHiPs. On another instance, he challenged an obese criminal to a doughnut-eating contest, which, by the way, Frank won. However (comma) this time
Frank was adamant about getting meaningful information from Randy "Rip-Off' Jones. Frank tried to intimidate Jones to no avail. Frank told Jones stories of how he used to pull the
legs off spiders and felt no remorse. Frank tried to frighten him by telling Jones about all of the malevolent thoughts he had towards him ... thoughts like super gluing his eyelids shut
and making him bungee jump with a chain. Jones remained unintimidated and refused to takeFrank seriously. Finally, Frank pulled out the big guns. He sat Jones into a chair and strapped
his hands and legs so he could not move. Frank duct taped Jones's eyes open and sat him in front of a television set and left the room.
Jones sat ·with his eyes open for wh~t seemed like an eternity. He thought of the terrible things that could happen to him. What did Frank have in store for him? His mind ran
wild with thoughts of disgusting and inhumane tortures. Frank walked back into the room with a diabolical look on his face and a VHS tape 111 his hand.
"W-What's that man?" Jones asked with a shaky voice.
''Five years worth of Jerry Lewis Telethons," said Frank, more devious than ever.
_
"NO! Anything but Jerry Lewis Telethons! Don't do it! Police Brutality!" Jones screamed in horror.
Frank started out with Jerry Lewis' 1987 telethon, the one where Jerry did his two-hour-long tribute to Elvis Presley.
''I can't take .it any more! Jerry Lewis is not a hunk-a-hunk of burning love. Stop it! Stop it!" Jones cried out in tears.
But Frank wouldn't shut the tape off. He went insane. He made Jones watch Jerry.Lewis's Zha Zha Gabor impressions. He forced Jones to listen to Jerry Lewis' stories ahout
every good movie he ever made (both of them) and then Frank, to top it all off, made Jones listen to Jerry Lewis' rendition of "What's new pussycat?"
Finally, Jones broke down and confessed to every crime from Watergate to JFK's assassination. Jones was so mentally altered from the torture that he had to go into a nut house
for six months. The department commended Frank on his efforts and re-assigned him to think up new methods of capital punishment. Frank is currently working on the top secret
"Raisinette Torture."
Editor's Note: This has been the final installment of "The Swartz Novella Sesssion" 1bank you for tuning in. For a complete transcript of
Mr. Swartz's now published, soon-to-be a bestselling, better than anything Dave Barry can squander up series of extremely.tiny novels, please send

a check or money order made out to Dave "It's ·p ronounced SWartz, not SCHwartz" Swartz, for $5 plus $.1.25 ~hipping and handling to
1be·CRmrmFl.oridaFuture c/o The SWartz's Force Fund (11875 High Tech Ave. Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817).
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I ANY PIZZA,
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$
99
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ANY SIZE,
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•

Plus Tax

•
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ANY TOPPINGS
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CAll NOW! OFFER ends 5/2 /96. Valid at partkipatinr, locatio"'. Not vaid with any

- - - - - - - -- - - - -·
.
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I
I
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other offers. Custome~ pays sales tax where applicab e. Our dri~er's c~rry less than
$20. Delivery areas hmrted to ensure safe dnvmg. · 1996 Domino's Prua, Inc.

II
12213 University Boulevard
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A Complete Exam & Xrays
0110 (:NITIAL)

\X1drnme to

0274 (4 OITEWINGS)

Orlando Dental.

:ll·quaintL·d \\'itli ~ ·uur 11L'\\' dl'ntist mu/
s:t\'l' a fl'\\' dolbrs.
George Yarko, 0.0.S.

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Cu~rcnt

E~st

I'd like yop 10 rome in :md get

East Orlando

UCF ID required

DENTAL

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
ve01 comfvrtable prices. Just hring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
Sec you thcn.1 Offer ex1;ires 4/31 /96

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association. Academy of
General Denlistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST

11780 E. Colonial Drive
Al the comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando

aid

,T·
.:· ·v 1n

line .for:

't save S400 on a new Pontiac-Sunfire
(adually, any new Pontiac) ifyou just graduated or are about to graduate.*
Call 1-800-643-6733 for more information.

@

Fold-down rear seats means you can go places and
take lots of stuff with ya

5-speed transmission and
tubular rear axle with
spring-over shock sport
suspension and progressive
ride tuning - is this a
real set of wheels or what?

Your choice of a great-looking
coupe (shown), sporty fourdoor sedan (not shown) or a
hot, new convertible (hey, we
told ya this was a cool car)

~

Dual air bags and anti-Jock
brakes - two things you don't
need until you reallv need 'em
(and always wear those safety
belts, even with air bags)

@

f>ASSLock ™ theft-deterrent
system - means you might
save some$$$ on insurance (f!!J

Single-key locking - one key
locks 8. unlocks doors, trunk
and all the fun of Sunfire

AM/FM stereo radio standard? heck yeah! (what's
driving without a little
driving music?) For a little
more, you can get a
CD player with equalizer

~

High-rewing, 120-horsepower,
fuel-iniected engine (hey,
this car's for driving, not ;ust
looking atJ
A HUGE glove box - some
glove boxes are merely
mouse-sized; this one holds a
whole laptop computer
10QOOO-mile spark plugst
- we're talking a long-term
relationship -here

W/P 0

NT I AC

'SUNFIRC:
WrE. ARrE. DRIVING rE.XCITEMrE.NT.

Driving excitement for around $13,200:*
• From a two- or four-year college. Musi finance through GMAC Offer subject ro change See your participadng dealer for qualification details.
t Based on normal maintenance. See Owners Manual for limitations. ~ 1996 GM Corp. All rights reserved.
·
•• $13,220 MSRP induding dealer prep and destination charge. Price indudes 5-speed transmission, air condidoning and rear spoiler. TIVI; license and other opdonal equipment extra.
Prices higher in CA, MA and NY. Price as of 411196, subject to change.

<.

>
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Surprise your
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny talent
of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive with Vivarin®.
One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee. ,
.fl:J
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.
J4£2J.:,.,•.,. ·.
m

-

!

;

<:..;;~:·
............. .. ... .. ..
;.

0~ Sm1rhK/me Beecham

-

-

Revive with Vivarin~

©1995 ~UConsumer Healthcare

Use only as directed.

W

Temporary 'W
\.I · Summer Jobs . -.,)
in Customer Service

t

TEACH ENGLISH IN JAPAN
AND MAKE BIG $$$$$$$$$$
**Tired of looking for J job·/ Arc you bored \Vi th the job you ha\'C now'l Would
you like lo experience another culture ;ind mJkc big$$$ (well actually big yen)? .
If you answered yes lo any or the abO\'C. then look no further.
**Tcachmg English in Japan can be a \'Cry financial and personal rewarding
experience. I know bcc:iusc I have been doing it for two years now and I love it!
**No\\ I would lil-.c to gi,:c college students the same opportunity that was f
granted to me. I ha\'c \Hillen a complete O\'C1T1cw as lo what is needed to get ;
you on your way to Japan and earning 40K. SOK, up to IOOK or more. And
\\hat makes these numbers C\'cn more appealing is that the IRS allows up lo 70K
lax free income for oul of the countrv residents. The ovcr.·icw guides ~·ou
through the process of gelling your pas~port. landing a job, arriving in Jap;:m lo
finding a place to he and c\·cn finding the right place lo drink and dance.

.,

-

**NO!! You do not ha\'c lo be an English major to leach English in Japan. Any
background will do. including business, science. health, engineering. computers.
art and music lo name a few.
**NO!! You do not need lo speak Japanese to teach English in Japan. Howe,·er.
il is an excellent opportunity lo learn the language for future use. If you do nol
make teaching English a career. and mosl people do not. haYing spent Lime in
Japan and knowing the language and culture \\ill be a valuable asset lo oiler
future employers.
**Hundreds of jobs arc m ailablc now!!!! Do nol delay!! Send for your complete
o,·cr.·ie'\ todavt 11
Send $~9.50 (Check or Money Order) to :
TEIJ P.O. Box 721206 Orlando, Fl. 32872-1206.

Harcourt Brace & Compan'y , a leading international publisher of books and periodicals has immediate openings for individuals to work April through
October. These positions are in the Customer Services department and can have varying starting and
ending dates.
Order Processors - Edit, enter & review customer
orders. This is a high volume job. 1 or more years
experience in data entry, prefer PC experience in Windows. Typing (40 wpm), & 10-key.
Mail Coordinators-Open, sort, and clock in mail for
distribution to all sections, sales offices & subsidiaries. Distribute morning reports & invoices. Batch
orders for entry. General office & mail experience
helpful. Typing (30 wpm). If you are looking for
summer job, (college students, teachers, homemakers, etc.) please apply in person or send resume to:
Harcourt Brace & Company
Orlando, FL 32887
Attn: Human Resources-TCS-DG

HARCOURT
~BRACE
Job Ljne (407) 345-3060
www .harcourtbrace.com/hr/Index.htm
EOE

f •6
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PSST!
WE HAVE THE UC)f AREA'S BEST KEPT
SECRET IN RENTAL APARTMENT VALUE

( fil

mpLI HI '~ rl 'f 'n'H l~

~ ~J 5 ~ ,~ 5 TU ~ ,b,h

••
•

~ ]fl :w11!1 ®l 1.u }J 9

o WALK TO UCF
• QUIET & SECURE CONCRETE
BLOCK CONSTRUCTION
•U NIQUE "SINGL~ FAMILY " DESIGN
FLOOR PLAN
e UNCROWDED "CAMPUS LIKE"
BUILDING DESIGN
o HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ONLY $545/MONTH ! ! !
e RESERVE NOW FOR FALL 1996!

~JJ11~ ·f rrmP '.BtJ
1f~~ , $~[ 1~ ~}~

•

®~i~{~~ fil~[~~

~ ~001 lf ®~JJ ~ ~
DlOO~~®~~~M~ ~ill~U

FOREST HIGHLANDS
APARTMENTS

®~'Mi ®~
~~~~~ ~ ~w~

Ju st South of UCF at Science Drive &
Alafaya 282-5657

•

•

•

•

Here's fl1s.t-o.cH~ veLLef
frn.'1.A ::~e pves.suve of scViooL~ eivciduciHV'vg
seV'vLO(S. ClV'vd gvcio'. SbA.dtV'vtS CCIV\- get .$400
wsVi bC!cf<.* OV'v tVie pu'.cVicise ov Leo.s.e of lilV'vt)

· roce ., ...

~ooL V've'l-1 Fovd or ''-1\ercuvt) .
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CC!LL 1- -$?00-321- -1530 or vLsL:- ouv w eb s Lte
o.:: Vittp :11,lv"t./'rJ.forlA.wVu. +or tVie fuLL storti .
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BECAlJSE YOUR BRAIN
DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS .
.
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Seeking entry-level, part-time
Restaurants hourly positions
Phone Reps
Career positions, flex hrs., UCF
computer programmer. Strong ,
DOS knowledge a must. Turbo I
location, Major phone co. monthly
Pascal preferred, but C or other
A
bonus, retention bonus advanceGolden Key Fall 1995 Inductees: If
n
•
ment opp, vac. & holiday pay, pd equivalent language is acceptable.
you have not recieved your medalExperience with Lantastic a big
Serving up great food for dinner only!
train.
lion contact Dr. N. Klintworth by 4/
plus. Flexible hours, will adjust for Outback Steakhouse. Lhe Aussie
Call 788-6760
19/96 at 823-5662 or at BA 441.
college schedule.
theme restaurant has great opportuniLeave name, address, phone and
IMMEDIATE OPENING!
Call 896-1450.
: ties for:
SS#
PART TIME:
SMALL LANDSCAPE MAINADMINISTRATIVE
100
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
TENANCE CO
ASSISTANT
During the month of April we
AltamonteSpgs, Longwood area
as wel 1as all
will
be
hiring
115
phone
reps
for
needs full-time summer help
KITCHEN &
our UCF/Research Park facility.
quality residential accounts
SERVICE TEAMS
Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2
hard
work
and
winning
For
your
Weekly & Monthly raises
dmv prop 657- I 967 I 800 929attitude, we offer:
Call Today ~90-5906
4403
*7 .00 hr base salary
FT/PT Floater Teller- <;:entral
* Monthly bonus
Roomate wanted to share 2/2 condo Florida Educators' FCU, a progres*Paid training
across from UCF. Must be clean,
sive financial institution & the
*Retention Bonus
like dogs, and able to pay each
fastest growing credit un~on in the
*Referral bonus
month. Rent is $300 + 1!2 utilities. state is looking for quality indiv to
*Benefits
$150 deposit. Call Kathryn at 366- work as a floater teller. Telle\ exp a
*Opportunities to advance
_ _ _ _ _ _8_5_1_I----~ plus, but strong cash handeling exp
APT for rent, huge 2 br 2 ba, walk to and superior customer service skills
We are looking for energetic
5891 Red Bug Lake Road
UCF, Quiet, $425 mo, 349-2723
can substitute. Reliable transportaindividuals who enjoy sales and
(Red Bug & Tuskawilla)
tion needed as the position will
407 /699-0900
are career minded. Candidates .
or
require travel between our ten local must possess excellent communi- \
I927 Aloma Avenue
branches. $6.75/hr-to start plus $.30 cation skills, computer experience
in Winter Park 407/679- I050 eoe
per/mile. Call 896-941 I ext 259 or
and the desire to succeed. Call
Male rnomate wanted to share 2/2
281. EOE
Amy today for an immediate
conJo imed $250 + 112 util. No
HELP WANTED!
PT Pos in Lending/Credit Cards.
interview!
Drugs Student/ professional
Individuals
to work at residential
Basic PC skills w/some light typing
prefeITed Alternative OK On Econ needed. Three days p/wk. $6.25 p/
summer camp for physically
NORRELL SERVICES
380-3888
disabled adults & children-co-ed
hr to-start. Apply in person at any
384-8549
residential salary plus Rm & B.
branch Central Florida Educators'
Roommate wanted for 112 May,
Camp
Challenge (352) 383-471 I
June & July. 2 bedroom, l bath on Federal Credit Union. 896-9411 ext
259 or 281. EOE
Alafaya. $240/mth, l/2 utilities.
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
Call 273-1083 Anytime
our circulars. For info call 301306-1207

Toyota Cclica '82 ST 5 spd NC
White AM/FM one owner 3656110

NEVER WORK
LUNCH GAINI

Club Info

1

I

'92 Saturn SL2 5spd, 4dr, sunroof,
cruise, power, NC. Looks and run
great. $8700 679-6797
'87 Honda Civic 5spd, 4dr, hatch
back, cruise, NC, casette. Looks
and runs great. $2000 679-6797

Windsurfer, Mistral, excellent
condition Must sell $399 Bob 8946484

For Rent

Keg Fridge - Kenmore 16 cu. ft.
w/tap, C02, hoses all included
$500/obo. Call 240- I 888x2 l 6 or
892-0974 leave message
Young Ball Python, all accessories
included! Great pet. $70 for everything. 249-5910

Services
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735

Roommates

Help Wanted

Nanny - To watch two girls in
our Christian home. Can
accomodate nite classes. Pis call
Jen at 858-9766. Conway area

•

NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits+
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620
ext.N54 I 8 I

must have clean driving record
great personality & customer
service oriented
Call Guest services management
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
and up

On the Hottest Dateline!!
1-900-990-3737 Ext.4309
$2.99 per min. Must be 18 yrs.
Ser-U (619) 645-8483

Listen to single guys and gals looking to meet
someone like

YOU!!
A GREAT PLACE TO WORK
IN ·1996!!
Sprint/United Telephone a leader in the
telecommunications industry, is now staffing its
TELECENTER located in the UCF campus. Part
time positions available. We are looking for highly
motivated candidates with excellent verbal skills and
computer literacy.
SPRINT Offers:
• Paid fortune 500 sales training
• Flexibale work schedules
• $7/hr. plus bonus
• Opportunity for regular employment
•Professional work environment
For an appointment call:
Sprint Employment
(407) 661-0206 EOE

THE MARIJUANA CONNECTION
INFOLINE 1-900-370-HEMP
$2.99/min. 18+ TT Outlink
8019436135
SPERM DONORS ages 20-34
excel. health over 5'7" good
family history, ext. screening/
bloqdwork req'd. Serious inq.
only Call Pat 8:30-10:30 am MF 834-8333

JOBS JOBS JOBS JOBS
Looking for quality inspectors,
MIG & TIG welders, electronic
tecnicians and forklift drivers.
Career opportunities available Call
843-8118 immediately

VALET PARKING POSITIONS
· AVAILABLE

FIND YOUR DREAM DATE
NOW!!

MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!

Hundreds & thousands of granys
available to all students. Immediat
·qualification. Call I 800-585-8AID
never to be repaid

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up
to$2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp. necessary. For info call 1-206971-3550 ext. C54185

OMYGOSH!!!

We are 2 girls in our early 20's
traveling the country earning
incredible incomes. Looking for 7
positive leaders who love travel,
freedom, & money. For appointment in your area. Call (517) 3360071
BILINGUAL

Do you knew a foreig11 iar.gJage?
lnt'l Mktg Co. expanding into
Europe. In state appointment call
(517) 336-5168
Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to PO Box 774,
Olathe, KS 66051
"Make $500/Day. Work at home
jobs available. No Experience
required. Free info. Rush SASE
Sheri Martin 3001 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH 43606"
We Need Help Now!
No Experience Needed.
1,000-3,000 per month now being
made by our dealers for Personal
Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
894-0318

Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days all
natural. Dr. recommended. Free
samples: Call 382-4524

Other
I
I

Childcare needed in my home,
Aloma/Semoron area, 6 yr. old
boy 3 Weekday evenings from
5:30-9:30pm every other Fri.-Sat
night. Must have dependable auto
w/ins. Pay negotiable- Call 8439900 w 679 _9710h Karen
...,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____..
HELP WANTED: Earn up to
$500 per week assembling
products at home. No experience.
INFO 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
FL-307 .
Interested in TV Acting or
Modeling?
Class cif '76 alum Lisa Maile can
help you get started!
Ages 4 and up : $25 off with this
ad- call Lisa Maile
Image,Modeling, & Acting in
Winter Park (407) 628-5989.
Kudos to LM grads Jen Alvarez,
Miss Orlando & Becky Dedo,
MissUCF

* Free Cellular Phones*
Unlimited airtime 1st and 13th
month with AT&T digital Service.
P~gers starting at $19.95, Monthly
svc. as low as $6.95 Call830-8339
for info
FREE
Prepaid calling cards $.19 per/
min, 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
50 states+ Puerto Rico. Call
273-0780 for more info.
Lookinii: for Dates
Make one in your own area
today. Thousands of ladies &
men of all lifestyles waiting
to hear from you.
1-900-835-2756 ext 18
24 hours/$2.49 per min
A NEW LIFE AWAITS YOU!
Earn up to $1000 a week stuffing
manilla 8x I 0 envelopes in the
beautiful Phillipines. Room and
hoarding included. Contact Ed at
658-2677 for more info.

For Sale
Red Dodge Daytona 88 well kept
ac cruise auto $2000 obo
380-6000
Porsche 944 '83 looks like '92
auto 4 cylinder, fast 130 hp. all
power, car phone, sun roof,
excellent condition, fun to drive.
Must sell traveling overseas. For
only $4500 Call 678-0180

Wanted:
Cyberactif journalists
interested in
World Wide Web
publishing.
E-mail
The Central Florida Future

cffuture@gdi.net

BREAK IS OVER

~
~BECOME

AN AIR FORCE
OFHCER.

~'\ti..\

~ -·

-~~~-~

NEED MONEY
Earn up to $150.00 per month
donating plasma
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando

Put your college
degree to work in
the Air Force
Officer Training
School and receive:

.
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Be sure to
EXPERIENCE
.
THE ·'96 GAMES!

ATLANTA, GEORGJA

3 NIGHT CAMPING PACKAGES!
At our All-In-elusive Campsite!
fromonly

All Packages Include:

$?
() () •from
Great Campsite Only 19 miles
"'-" t t
downtown Atlanta!
•

per person • Continental Breakfasts and
Dinner Buffets at Campsite
• 2 Tickets to the Games!
• Much More! Call for details!

Join Earthbound for a once-in-a-lifetime
experience in Atlanta this summer!
Spaces are very limited! ,:. · ---.
ites going fast! CALL NOW! .
-·
earthboundadv ent ures , ·: -\, ...
1-800-513-4986 \~,~-'" ,~· ;1_
~--1

l

checkout
18188iC loUL
thlsf~.~1
19th at the l(f

"

(,,

Student Center
.from 7pm ·lam.
key, Hudafud\a
and Or.
~lsw\Dbe

there as wen as

Cllff I. SandY.
and Hltrous.
Be sure to
.'
check out the
foam PcYtY at
.the W\ld-Plzza
. andthe
mldnlcjlt <tum
crde as wen.
Admlsslon ls.
free to l(f stll
dentsand$5
· for rmsbQ!ts.

~

..

~

(

~ getya.x-

SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 44%

butt there~
ert/JY afree
pcyty, complt
mentsoflhe
Central Florida
future. CAB, and ·
Axls

('

~
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Timely hitting returned just in time for UCF to sweep the Hatters
scattered 15 hits fortheday . Eric Riggs
added a hit and two RBI ·, ill> well.
The Knights continued tht!it
clutch hitting. ·coring live runs with
tw" outs in the second.

from WE'RE BACK, page 20

lill the empty spots in the lineup. Davis
ti ve homers and
25 RBis. Peavey hit .256 with 14
RBis.
"Players will have to step up to
fill the void left by the dismi sals,"
added Bergman. "We will have JO or
11 regular guys, and players like Frank
Fucile and others have stepped up."
Fucile was 2-for-3 with two
RBis, after replacing Cardenas in the
first. Scott Loubier drove in three with
a 3-for4 showing. Erik Johnson and
Pacitti also added two hits, and Johnson
added three RBis.
Attempting to finish the sweep,
Todd Bellhom took the mound on
Sunday. After allowing two first inning runs, Bellhom finished the day
with 5. I innings, surrendering six hits
and tlu·eeruns. Fucile stepped up once
again, leading th~ Knights' charge,
going 4-for-5 with two runs scored
and two RBis. He compiled a single,
two doubles and a triple.
Pacini and Loubier each contributedtwohitsandtworuns,asUCF
wa~ baning .258 with

•

t

•

The unthinkable has occurred. ond and third are Cleveland's Mike
Treating referees like rag dolls has Fratello_and Detroit's Doug Collins.
recently become a popular pastime for
ALL ROOKIE TEAM:
NBA players, with Dennis Rodman Toronto's Damon Stoudamire is the
performing his impression of Hulk class of this year's rookie crop, seizing
Hogan on an official with .a hefty the rookie of the year award and a spot
headhutt, and Nick Van Exel punch- on the talented all rookie team which
ing another ref and putting him into alsoincludesGoldenState'sJoeSmith,
press row. But now, the man has Philly's Jerry Stackhouse, Phoenix's
crossed the line. Earvin "Magic" Michael Finley and Denver's AntoJohnson, after publicly scolding Van nio McDyees. Second team selecExel for his actions, lost his cool in a tions would be Sacramento's Tyus
nationally televised game against the Edney, Boston's Eric Williams,
Phoenix Suns and bumped an official Minnesota''s Kevin Garnett,
after the man with the whistle ne- Vancouver's Bryant Reeves and
glected to call a foul on a play in which PorJand's Arvydas Sabonis.
Magic telt he was mugged.
SIXTH MAN: I like Chuck
TI1is incident. which is sure to Person to win this award I<•! his concause a suspension and tine for Magic. tributions to San Antonio's successful
has the NBA referees union scratch- run.He'lledgeChicagu'sToniKukoc,
ing their heads. In fact. they issued a Charlolle' s Dell Curry, Houston's Sam
statement saying that fu11her actions Cassell and ~etroit's Otis Thorpe.
such as these would not be tolerated. It
ALL-NBA: Orlando will again
only goes to show that players are seePennyHardawayontheAII-NBA
losing their tempers way too easily, squad, where he'll be jo·ined by
and officials are baiting them. Watch Michael Jordan, Detroit's Grant Hill,
for commissioner David Stem to re- Utah'sKarlMaloneandSanAntonio's
solve the matter quickly. and with David Robinson. On the second team
I'd pul Sacramento's Mitch Richdrastic circumstances.
With this being our last issue, mond, Seattle's Gary Payton and
it's time to announce my year end Shawn Kemp, Chicago's Scottie
Pippen and Houston's Dream Hakeem
awards and playoffpredictions.
COMEBACK PLAYER: Olajuwon.·
MVP: Michael Jordan. Does
You gotta go with Denick Coleman
on this one. Oh, never mind, this isl) 't 70 m~n anything to you?
PLAYOFFS: All I'll say now
the Roy Tarpley award for biggest
waste of talent. Despite Magic is that the Knicks, Bulls, Pacers and
Johnson's late comeback, I have to Magic will reach the Eastern semifiside with New Jersey's Shawn Brad- . nals, whileSeattle,Utah,Houstonand
ley over fellow giant Gheorghe Phoenix, yes the seventh Seeded Suns,
Muresan of Washington, and scoring not San Antonio, will make it out
surprise George McCloud from the West.
Til' next year, keep hoops in
Dallas Mavericks.
COACH: How can you not your heart. Peace.
give it to Phil Jackson'? He manages a
**You can reach me at
media zoo to an unprecedented platm66439@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu. Keep
t~u of 70 wins and keeps his Bermuda Triangle from killing each other. the comments coming all summer
Unbelievable. Finishing a close sec- long.

UCF made the NCAA Tournament and the
• move to I-A (Daunte Ball) all in one year
from INCESSANT, page 20·

•

more convincing? My fingernails
thank you.)
I can't get outta here without
pumping up the b:.L-;kctball team for
sucking up, hammerin' down and
winning the T AAC Conterence tourneywhcn everyone counted them out.
thus earning achance to meet UMas
in DA BIG DANCE. Though they
lost as expected. they didn't lie down
and Ju taccepta heating like a normal
16th eed. They grinded to the end.
But I like to look even smaller.
The view from the bench provides a
panorama of days to hold on to. The
UCF women· golf team win the
Riverwildemess Invitational three
week ago. No publicity; I noticed.
Who's that playing golf next to
Hall-of-Farner Johnny Bench at
MetroWest?It'sSteveSloan,ourAth-

'They also got strong bullpen
pitching, as Carey Weeden allowed
two hit and no run in 2.2 inning .
Craig Con:m got the final three outs in
his new rnle a'\ ch er.
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Right-handed reliever Marco Ramirez helped UCF to their
first win over Stetson by allowing no runs in three innings.
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letic Director, kicking bun on the C~
lebrity Golf Association! I noticed.
Sure, the big boys, the major
leagues, the national associations and
international leagues are great, hut it· s
what' around you that's important.
Don "t take your school. your team or
your teammate for granted.
Ever.

WHERE YOU BEEN,
BENCHMAN?Yes,I'vebeenoutof
the loop lacely. watching hall games
and trying to square away playoff
spots. But there's something deeper
than that. This Phillies freak met a
Mets fan. Things haven't been the
sarneforthetwoteamssince.Sotomy
single avid fan, this one's for you.
Keep the Bench warm for me.
"/t'suptoyou, Ne-...r York. New
York!" dat dat, da dada dah ...

-

NOW B>GFGIL

FORMULA

has more friction-reducing lubricants than ever to
protect you from nicks and cuts better than foams.
For a ctoser. smoother shave. i~ just in the nick of time.
ULTIMATE CLOSENESS.
ULTIMATE COMFORT.
THATS THE EDGE.

~~~~~~~~~~~e~~Snorts
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Golden Knights hop back into polls after jumping all over Stetson
by TRAVIS BELL
Staff writer

The wi Id ad ventures ofthe UCF
basebal Iteam continued this past week
as they defeated two nationally ranked
teams and moved back into the top 25,
No. 21 in Baseball America.
South Florida was the first victim and the Knights (31-15, 6-6)
avenged a three-game sweep against
conference leader Stetson (3 l -13. 9-

3) by sweeping the Hatters at home.
TheKnightc;enteredtheirweekend series against Stetson needing to
win a couple games to improve upon
their 3-6 conference record. The two
teams battled in a double-header on
Saturday with UCF winning hoth
games, 3-2 and 12-5.
Stetson had a two run lead ente1ing the fifth when Andy Moser
singled in Adrian Cardenas. Tim
Riegert had pitched the first 3.2 in-

photos/HUNT

(above) Todd Bellhorn takes a hard cut against Stetson
Saturday.-(right) Shortstop Adrian Cardenas slides in safely
in the first game of the twin-bill last weekend.

A look back at an exciting
year .in sports--our finale

(Yie'! ~~fll'i~~'~"~)
KEN JACKSON
'·Stan spreading the news ... "
I'm leaving, well, maybe.
" ... gonna make a sta11 of it..."
Woy.;. The Viewfrom the Bench
swan song. How sad. Wel1, it will be if
the Benchwarrner gets his internship
to Columbia University in the summer.
New York. I can hardly wait.
Broadway. Yankee Stadium. David
Lettennan. Squeegee guys harassing
me for money ...
Sinceidon'thaveahomeaway
from Orlando to go to, it seems like
August is the sta11 of the year. August
31, actually, started the UCF sports
calendar. On a Thursday evening at
the Citrus Bowl (our home field just
down the expressway!). 18-year-old
Daunte Culpepper was handed a football. He threw it. Gerod Davis caught
it. Daunte threw it again. Rufus Hall
grabbed it. Anotherone; Eddie Keyes
gotit. Then hethrewtoDavis,Reginald
Doster, Scott Braun, Hall (touchdown!), Marquette Smith, Keyes,
Braun, Davis and then Hall again.
On his thirteenth pass, he
missed. Finally. Puts that "perfect"
rumor thing to bed. His coming out
party marked the start of the grand
finale for two ofUCF' s best gallopers,
Davis and Smith. Smith galloped out
of the Citrus Bowl November 12 with
most school records in tow.
As the football season was sta11ing, the major league baseball season
wound down to its big finish. People
gave up their grumps about the strike
two years ago; they actually cared.
More people watched the Braves win

nings, allowing only two runs. one
earned. The Hatter maintained their
2-1 advantage until the seventh.
With two outc;;, Frank Fucile
scored on a single by Mo er. Gregg
Pacitti followed with a wulk, then
Adam Johnson drove in Mo er forthe
game-winner.
Marco Ramirez pitched the linal 1.1innings,givinguponlytwohiL.;
and no runs while stJiking nut four. The
victory was his second of the seuson.
··we got the key hits that we
lacked in our first series with Stetson."
· aid coach Jay Bergman. "We had
trong relief out of the bullpen and
finally finished off a close game."
ln the second game, Stetson
scored two runs in the first to take the
early lead, as Matt Lubozyn ki allowed two nms in 0.1 innings. Mike
Maroth took overi nthe first and pitched
the following 4.2 innings. yielding
five hiLc;; and two runs.
UCF struck back in the hottom
of the first, scoring six runs with two
outs. Erik Johnson belted a home run
in th1 first, his fourth this season. The
Knig 1ts also scored two in the second
and 1our in the fourth for a 12-5 win.
With the dismissal ofThornton
Davis and Ryan Peavey from the team
aftertheira.tTestson Wednesday,some
players will have the opportunity to
see WE'RE BACK, page 19

UM goes under to UCPs women
D UCF crew takes
home six state titles
and second overall
in the state.
by MICHELLE BOGERT
Contributing writer

the first sports championship ever for
Atlanta than the '93. World Series.
Attention, now go.
There's more where that came from.
ln six minutes or less, the
October fireworks gave way to
UCF crew team had taken home
November and the NBA's pyrotechseveral state championships at the
nics. The Orlando Magic, fresh off
FIRA regatta on Saturday, April
their cup-o-coffee appearance in the
13. And if you blinked for six
NBA Finals and without main cog
minutes you might have missed it.
ShaquilleO'Neal, got off to great sta11.
Four of the five women· s
Who noticed ?Nobody, they were busy
eights, a women's novice four and
counting on their fingers and realizing
the men's pair had captured the
that the Chicago Bulls could win 70 ·
state title. For. some it was a first,
games. I, for one, am not counting.
but for others it was simply a conIn the shadow of the Magic's
tinued tradition.
great start, there was more fun kicking
Four-year oarsmen Dan
offattheO-rena.It'scalledlceHockey.
(Yes, 1-C-E... not in cube fonn) The
Orlando Solar Bears, a great team
with a corny name, tore up the International Hockey League in their first
year, despite a slow start. Game 2 of
the first round of the playoffs for the
TurnerCupisonSaturday.Ticketsare
fairly cheap. Go watch hockey.
By the way, for my hockey
fans ...DETROITOVER PHILL YIN
7INTHESTANLEYCUPFINALS.
That should satisfy both of you.
But what means most are the
little things - that which is close to
your heart. If I do leave, that's what
I'm gonna miss. It's the stuff around
here that makes me tick.
It's the UCF baseball team
kicking off their season by knocking
off giants North Carolina, Georgia
Tech and Wake Forest in the Olive
Garden tournament. (Now can you
make those games against Stetson

Losupio and Glen Johnson, dominated in the Men's Pair withoul a
coxswain. They stepped uway
from Lhat victory into the Men ·s
Varsity Eight race. The eigh1.
hanging with opponents that once
dominated them, finished fourth---only seconds behind the first place
crew.
As for the women, it was a
stellar showing. The first women's
state title up for grabs was captured by the lightweight women
for the fourth consecutive season
since 1992. Soon after the
lightweight's win, the novice
women's team in the "A" and "B"
eights and in the four, continued
their domination over the other
Florida crews and won all three
races.
In the Women's Varsity
Eight race, the University of Mi-

arni finally met their match. Alkr
fiw YL'ars. UCF was able to chalknt!c Miami and win, setting t~c
tone ror years to come.
.. My Jreum came true, .. said
UCF s women's crew coach Denni~ Kamrad as he watched the
women finully take first place.
Although Miami managed
to win the Junior Varsity Eight.
the Knights scratched and clawed
their way to a respectable second
place finish.
At the end of the day. UCF
roweu uway with six state titles
und finished their initiul season us
an actual NCAA team with second overall in the state. With the
success, the team qualifies to row
on to the Southern Championship-;, where they will compete
for a chance to advance to the Dad
Vail National Regatta.
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see INCESSANT, page 19

One of the women's eight boats is seen ripping up the water recently at a UCF crew event.
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